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Franky The Frog Short Stories For Kids And Funny Jokes Early Bird Reader
Book 3
Jackson and his family have fallen on hard times. There's no more money for rent. And not much for food, either. His
parents, his little sister, and their dog may have to live in their minivan. Again. Crenshaw is a cat. He's large, he's
outspoken, and he's imaginary. He has come back into Jackson's life to help him. But is an imaginary friend enough to
save this family from losing everything? Beloved author Katherine Applegate proves in unexpected ways that friends
matter, whether real or imaginary.
Jimmy wanted to be a race car driver from the time he was a tiny egg in the pond. As a full-grown frog he discovered that
living your dreams is sometimes about learning to take what life gives you and use your experience to do something
great. In the end he is able to look back on his life with a smile because he never gave up.
Follow the adventures of Wiggly Worm and his best friends (Snarky Snail, Rattles Snake, and Munchy Mosquito). Wiggly
and his friends live in a backyard garden. What happens when they decide to explore outside the yard? This is an
excellent storybook for early readers, reading aloud at home, and as a bedtime story. 5 fun short stories for kids Includes
"just for fun" activities Short story chapter book with pictures Perfect for a bedtime story for kids Excellent for early and
beginner readers Big and cute illustrations for early and younger readers This book is great for quick bedtime story or to
be read aloud with friends and family! Kids and children can practice their reading skills or have a parent read it aloud.
This special storybook includes lessons and morals about about caring and love. Story & Activity List: Wiggly Worm and
the Garden Town Just for Fun Activity Snarky Snail's Story Rattles Snake Saves the Day Munchy Mosquito's Last Bite
Just for Fun Activity Mac Apple's Lucky Day Just for Fun Activity Mazes and Puzzles About the Author Best-Selling
Children's Book Author, Arnie Lightning Arnie Lightning is a best-selling children's book author with a straightforward
goal. He wants his work to create a positive impact in the lives of others through children's books. Learning morals,
lessons, and good character can start at a young age. Arnie's books reflect this. By providing a comfortable and
entertaining environment, learning can be a fun activity! You can learn more about the author at:
www.ArnieLightning.com Scroll up and click 'buy' to spend some quality time with your child!
Presents fantasy stories written by Internet authors that explore how people, cultures, and societies are affected by the
predictions of the Machine, an object that provides short yet vague phrases about how a person will die.
PICKED FOR WORLD BOOK NIGHT 2020 THE PERFECT READ TO CALM YOUR MIND IN TIMES OF STRESS ****
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As recommended by RED magazine **** 'Dreamy' STYLIST 'Calm and restore an anxious mind before sleep... the most
beautiful book that will, without a doubt, put you in the mood for some zzzzzs.' the SUN 'Hurrah for a book that draws us
away from the cold blue light of the smart phone and into the soothing glow of poems, short stories and extracts' THE
SIMPLE THINGS Introduced by Lucy Mangan * * * Tales to soothe tired souls. A night time companion for frazzled
adults, including calming stories and poems for a good night's sleep. * * * This cheering book of best loved short tales,
extracts and poems will calm and restore an anxious mind before sleep. A good night's sleep is essential for our well
being and our health, but in our busy lives sleep is often poor and overlooked. Now is the time to stop a while and find
consolation and wonder in other worlds where all is well and sleep just a page or two away. From classic stories by
Oscar Wilde, Guy de Maupassant and Katherine Mansfield, to friendly tales of our childhoods, to poetry that reminds us
of the simple joys of life, this lovingly curated book will soothe a tired mind and gently carry you to the peaceful land of
sleep. So switch off, snuggle down and allow yourself to escape into new worlds and old; magical, mysterious and tender
realms that will accompany you to your own sweet dreams.
As the true identities of the CP9 assassins are revealed, so is their real motive--to get their hands on the blueprints for
the Pluton, the most destructive weapon of the ancient world! With Robin leaving the crew of her own free will, the CP9
won't let anything stand in the way of their mission... least of all the Straw Hats! -- VIZ Media
The repackaged trade paperback of Cory Doctorow's miraculous novel of family history, Internet connectivity, and
magical secrets—now with a new cover! Alan is a middle-aged entrepeneur who moves to a bohemian neighborhood of
Toronto. Living next door is a young woman who reveals to him that she has wings—which grow back after each attempt
to cut them off. Alan understands. He himself has a secret or two. His father is a mountain, his mother is a washing
machine, and among his brothers are sets of Russian nesting dolls. Now two of the three dolls are on his doorstep,
starving, because their innermost member has vanished. It appears that Davey, another brother who Alan and his
siblings killed years ago, may have returned, bent on revenge. Under the circumstances it seems only reasonable for
Alan to join a scheme to blanket Toronto with free wireless Internet, spearheaded by a brilliant technopunk who builds
miracles from scavenged parts. But Alan's past won't leave him alone—and Davey isn't the only one gunning for him and
his friends. Whipsawing between the preposterous, the amazing, and the deeply felt, Someone Comes to Town,
Someone Leaves Town is unlike any novel you have ever read.
Reading Made Fun! Follow the adventures of Cuckoo the Crazy Bird and his best friend Sancho the Fruit Fly. Cuckoo is
a loony bird and he is on a mission (a very weird mission). He has fallen in love with a cupcake in California, but he is in
Vermont! He decides to go rescue this cupcake and has many adventures along the way! This is an excellent storybook
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for early readers, reading aloud at home, and as a bedtime story. 5 fun short stories for kids Games and puzzles Coloring
book pages Excellent for early and beginner readers Big and cute illustrations for early and younger readers This book is
great for quick bedtime story or to be read aloud with friends and family! Fun for the entire family! Kids and children can
practice their reading skills or have a parent read it aloud. This special story includes lessons and morals about about
caring and love. Best-Selling Children's Book Author, Arnie Lightning Arnie Lightning is a best-selling children's book
author with a straightforward goal. He wants his work to create a positive impact in the lives of others through children's
books. Learning morals, lessons, and good character can start at a young age. Arnie's books reflect this. By providing a
comfortable and entertaining environment, learning can be a fun activity! Scroll up and click 'buy' to spend some quality
time with your child!
South of No North is a collection of short stories written by Charles Bukowski that explore loneliness and struggles on the fringes
of society.
A collection of over 150 fiction and nonfiction passages of varying difficulty for daily reading to increase reading fluency and
comprehension. Comprehension is reinforced with follow-up questions for each passage. Includes tracking sheet, a leveling chart,
and answer key.
Just when everything seems to be going wrong, hope—and love—can appear in the most unexpected places. Summer has begun,
the beach beckons—and Francesca Schnell is going nowhere. Four years ago, Francesca’s little brother, Simon, drowned, and
Francesca’s the one who should have been watching. Now Francesca is about to turn sixteen, but guilt keeps her stuck in the
past. Meanwhile, her best friend, Lisette, is moving on—most recently with the boy Francesca wants but can’t have. At loose ends,
Francesca trails her father, who may be having an affair, to the local country club. There she meets four-year-old Frankie Sky, a
little boy who bears an almost eerie resemblance to Simon, and Francesca begins to wonder if it’s possible Frankie could be his
reincarnation. Knowing Frankie leads Francesca to places she thought she’d never dare to go—and it begins to seem possible to
forgive herself, grow up, and even fall in love, whether or not she solves the riddle of Frankie Sky.
Reading Made Fun! Follow the adventures of Dotty the happy dog. Dotty is always happy despite some unfortunate events in her
life. Dotty was in a shipwreck and washed up on an island. Find out what happens next! This is an excellent storybook for early
readers, reading aloud at home, and as a bedtime story. 5 fun short stories for kids Short story chapter book with pictures Perfect
for a bedtime story for kids Excellent for early and beginner readers Big and cute illustrations for early and younger readers This
book is great for quick bedtime story or to be read aloud with friends and family! Kids and children can practice their reading skills
or have a parent read it aloud. This special story includes lessons and morals about about caring and love. Best-Selling Children's
Book Author, Arnie Lightning Arnie Lightning is a best-selling children's book author with a straightforward goal. He wants his work
to create a positive impact in the lives of others through children's books. Learning morals, lessons, and good character can start
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at a young age. Arnie's books reflect this. By providing a comfortable and entertaining environment, learning can be a fun activity!
Scroll up and click 'buy' to spend some quality time with your child!
Follow the adventures of Franky the Frog and his best friend Felix the Fly. Franky is a very happy frog. Do you want to find out
why he is so happy? This is an excellent storybook for early readers, reading aloud at home, and as a bedtime story. 5 fun short
stories for kids Includes funny frog jokes for kids Perfect for a bedtime story for kids Excellent for early and beginner readers Big
and cute illustrations for early and younger readers This book is great for quick bedtime story or to be read aloud with friends and
family! Fun for the entire family! Kids and children can practice their reading skills or have a parent read it aloud. This special story
includes lessons and morals about about caring and love. Story & Activity List: Franky the Frog Franky the Frog Does a Dance
Franky the Frog is Upset Franky the Frog and Felix the Fly Franky the Frog is Very Happy Funny Frog Jokes About the Author
Best-Selling Children's Book Author, Arnie Lightning Arnie Lightning is a best-selling children's book author with a straightforward
goal. He wants his work to create a positive impact in the lives of others through children's books. Learning morals, lessons, and
good character can start at a young age. Arnie's books reflect this. By providing a comfortable and entertaining environment,
learning can be a fun activity! Scroll up and click 'buy' to spend some quality time with your child!
Recounts the addiction and recovery of the world-renowned solo artist and former lead singer and songwriter of Soul Coughing.
Children nowadays have a very short attention span, now you see them watching television, a couple of seconds they are already
fighting with each other. And most of the time, parents have a hard time getting their children go to bed, or refuse to join mutual
activities. Reading your children with bedtime stories will cultivate imagination, creates a bond between you and your children,
encourages love for reading, and establishes a habit. The story of The Father's Treasure is about a promise of his son, as well as
the adventures. With lovely illustrations and descriptive words, this story paints a picture your child is sure to love. The story will
give your children the opportunity to imagine and be creative. This story is sure to be one that is requested night after night and will
surely become part of your children's bedtime ritual. This children's book that is highly entertaining, great for early readers, and is
jam-packed with bedtime stories, jokes, games, and more? This children's storybook has it all! WHAT A GREAT DEAL! => FUN
SHORT STORY, GAMES, ACTIVITIES, A COLORING BOOK INSIDE LINK AND FREE GIFT Your child will be entertained for
hours! Kids and children can practice their reading skills or have a parent read it aloud. This special story includes lessons and
morals about about love and determination. What's included inside : Special Bonus Free Gift! Free Coloring The Father's Treasure
Just For fun Activities Word Search Word Search Solutions Games and Maze Puzzles Games and Maze Puzzles Solutions Jokes
Funny About the Author KINDLE UNLIMITED & AMAZON PRIME members can read this book for FREE! This book is especially
great for traveling, waiting rooms, and read aloud at home with friens and family. Also can use as a bedtime story. Excellent for
beginning and early readers Short story with pictures that are great for a quick bedtime story Includes "Just For Fun" activities
Perfect for a bedtime story for kids Fun games and puzzles included Big and cute illustrations for early and younger readers FREE
coloring book downloads included ***FREE GIFT INCLUDED WITH YOUR PURCHASE!***Free children's book download
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included! (see inside for details) Scroll up and click 'buy' to get a quality book and spend best time with your child!100% Money
Back Guarantee
Reading Made Fun! Follow the adventures of Franky the Frog and his best friend Felix the Fly. The fun and adventures continue in
this second book of the series. Find out what happens next! This is an excellent storybook for early readers, reading aloud at
home, and as a bedtime story. 5 fun short stories for kids Includes funny frog jokes for kids Perfect for a bedtime story for kids
Excellent for early and beginner readers Big and cute illustrations for early and younger readers This book is great for quick
bedtime story or to be read aloud with friends and family! Best-Selling Children's Book Author, Arnie Lightning Arnie Lightning is a
best-selling children's book author with a straightforward goal. He wants his work to create a positive impact in the lives of others
through children's books. Learning morals, lessons, and good character can start at a young age. Arnie's books reflect this. By
providing a comfortable and entertaining environment, learning can be a fun activity! Scroll up and click 'buy' to spend some quality
time with your child!
The “engrossing” (Wall Street Journal) story of the biggest con in wine history In 2002, Rudy Kurniawan, an unknown twentysomething, burst
into the privileged world of ultrafine wines. Blessed with a virtuoso palate, and with a seemingly limitless supply of coveted bottles, Kurniawan
quickly became the leading purveyor of rare wines to the American elite. But in April 2008, at a New York auction house, dozens of
Kurniawan's trophy bottles were abruptly pulled from sale. Journalist Peter Hellman was there, and he began to investigate: Were the bottles
fake? Were there others? And was Kurniawan himself a dupe . . . or had he ensnared the world's top winemakers, sellers, and drinks in a
web of deceit?
Snoozy Choosers Choose Snoozers Here are seven different Boynton bedtime stories for little listeners. Guided by the colorful picture tabs,
children can find whichever story they want to hear. And the next one. And then this one. Okay, now this one. And now this one. Ooo, and
this. Oh, please, just ONEmore?
Ten years after the horrific murders at Freddy Fazbear's Pizza that ripped their town apart, Charlie, whose father owned the restaurant, and
her childhood friends reunite on the anniversary of the tragedy and find themselves at the old pizza place which had been locked up and
abandoned for years. After they discover a way inside, they realize that things are not as they used to be. The four adult-sized animatronic
mascots that once entertained patrons have changed. They now have a dark secret . . . and a murderous agenda. *Not suitable for younger
readers*
Shug Akins is a lonely, overweight thirteen-year-old boy. His mother, Glenda, is the one person who loves him--she calls him Sweet Mister
and attempts to boost his confidence and give him hope for his future. Shuggie's purported father, Red, is a brutal man with a short fuse who
mocks and despises the boy. Into this small-town Ozarks mix comes Jimmy Vin Pearce, with his shiny green T-bird and his smart city clothes.
When he and Glenda begin a torrid affair, a series of violent events is inevitably set in motion. The outcome will break your heart. "This is
Daniel Woodrell's third book set in the Ozarks and, like the other two, Give Us a Kiss and Tomato Red, it peels back the layers from lives
already made bare by poverty and petty crime." --Otto Penzler, "Penzler Pick, 2001"
Reading Made Fun! Bebo is a very energetic and wacky dog! Find out what happens when Bebo is adopted by a family and has a new home.
Follow his wild and wacky adventures! These stories are great for early & beginning readers, reading aloud at home, and bedtime stories.
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2,500+ words Cute bedtime stories for kids Funny jokes for kids Games, puzzles, and coloring book pages Perfect for early and beginner
readers These stories are great for quick bedtime stories and cute tales to be read aloud with friends and family! Fun for the entire family!
Kids and children can practice their reading skills or have a parent read the stories aloud to them. These fun stories are great for early and
beginner readers. The stories are cute and easy to read! Best-Selling Children's Book Author, Arnie Lightning Arnie Lightning is a best-selling
children's book author with a straightforward goal. He wants his work to create a positive impact in the lives of others through children's
books. Learning morals, lessons, and good character can start at a young age. Arnie's books reflect this. By providing a comfortable and
entertaining environment, learning can be a fun activity! Scroll up and click 'buy' to spend some quality time with your child!
It's the day of the big game, and Froggy is ready. His soccer team is playing the Wild Things for the City Cup. All Froggy has to do is
remember the rule: "Head it! Boot it! Knee it! Shoot it! BUT DON'T USE YOUR HANDS!" But Froggy's busy doing cartwheels and picking
daisies. Uh oh, Froggy! Here comes the ball! Budding soccer players and Froggy's many fans will welcome Froggy's latest hilarious
adventure.
Franky the FrogShort Stories, Funny Jokes, and Games!Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
Funny Frog Jokes! Joke telling is very fun and can bring a smile to the face of others. Kids love jokes! Jokes can aid in story-telling, create
laughs, and help with conversation and social skills. Your child will love this hilarious joke book full of clean frog jokes for children. Kids and
children can practice their reading and joke telling skills with this funny joke book about frogs and toads. With cute and silly frog illustrations
and funny jokes, beginning and early readers can enjoy hours of fun and entertainment. This book is especially great for traveling, waiting
rooms, and reading aloud at home. Funny Frog and Toad Jokes for Kids! (Clean Jokes for Children) Excellent for early and beginning readers
Lots of fun and entertainment for your child Great for long trips, waiting rooms, and reading aloud Q: What kind of shoes do frogs like? A:
Open toad sandals! ~HAHA!~ Q: What do frogs drink on a cold day? A: Hot croako! ~LOL!~ Q: Why are frogs so happy? A: They eat
whatever bugs them! ~HAHA!~ Q: What do you say if you meet a toad? A: Warts new buddy? ~LOL!~ Funny and Hilarious Jokes About
Frogs! This funny joke book is full of frog and toad jokes that will have you laughing for hours! This is one of the best joke collections in the
world. These jokes about frogs and toads will give you a case of the giggles. These funny jokes are excellent for kids, children, teens, and
adults. Early and beginner readers can practice reading aloud and learning. Best-Selling Children's Book Author, Arnie Lightning Arnie
Lightning is a best-selling children's book author with a straightforward goal. He wants his work to create a positive impact in the lives of
others through children's books. Learning morals, lessons, and good character can start at a young age. Arnie's books reflect this. By
providing a comfortable and entertaining environment, learning can be a fun activity! Scroll up and click 'buy' to get these funny jokes!
Returning to his childhood home after his wife kicks him out, Benjamin lives with his 81-year-old father and tries to put his life back together
while he rekindles a friendship with his high school crush, who has troubles of her own.
This stunning debut novel about grief and wonder was an instant New York Times bestseller and captured widespread critical acclaim,
including selection as a 2015 National Book Award finalist! After her best friend dies in a drowning accident, Suzy is convinced that the true
cause of the tragedy must have been a rare jellyfish sting--things don't just happen for no reason. Retreating into a silent world of
imagination, she crafts a plan to prove her theory--even if it means traveling the globe, alone. Suzy's achingly heartfelt journey explores life,
death, the astonishing wonder of the universe...and the potential for love and hope right next door. Oddlot Entertainment has acquired the
screen rights to The Thing About Jellyfish, with Gigi Pritzker set to produce with Bruna Papandrea and Reese Witherspoon.
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With a wholly original voice, this stunning debut novel captures the overwhelming transformation from childhood to adolescence An ordinary
suburban Connecticut summer in the seventies is the stage for the miraculous world of Timmy. Twelve years old and full of boundless
curiosity, Timmy lives an ever-expanding life of record collections (of which Elton John is king), neighborhood bullies (of whom Franky
DiLorenzo rules), best friends, and the darker, more lasting secrets of family. Over the course of the summer, Timmy will kill a frog, lose his
baseball-card collection, alienate a friend, and witness his parents' separation. An intruder will hide in his treehouse; his mother will threaten
divorce; his father will move out and back in. Timmy's childhood will end and his adolescence begin. One of the most remarkable child
narrators to come along in recent years, Timmy is the achievement of a stunning new voice in American fiction. In the Cherry Tree is an
addictively clever and appealing novel of our universal coming of age. "Pope's dialogue is heartbreaking and real; his characters sympathetic
in their gross imperfections." - Booklist
Short Stories, Games, Jokes, and More! Jasmine has wanted her very own pet for years. On her seventh birthday, her wish finally comes
true! She adopts Cuddles from the local animal shelter. They quickly become best of friends. Follow the adventures of Cuddles and Jasmine!
This is an excellent storybook for early readers, reading aloud at home, and as a bedtime story. 5 fun short stories for kids Includes "just for
fun" activities Coloring book pages and mazes Perfect for a bedtime story for kids Excellent for early and beginner readers Big and cute
illustrations for early and younger readers This book is great for quick bedtime story or to be read aloud with friends and family! Fun for the
entire family! Kids and children can practice their reading skills or have a parent read it aloud. This special story includes lessons and morals
about about caring and love. Story & Activity List: Cuddles Finds a Home Just for Fun Activity The Kitty-Cat Sleepover Cuddles and His
Claws No Milk For Cuddles! Just for Fun Activity Cuddles the Lonely Kitty-Cat Mazes Coloring Book Best-Selling Children's Book Author,
Arnie Lightning Arnie Lightning is a best-selling children's book author with a straightforward goal. He wants his work to create a positive
impact in the lives of others through children's books. Learning morals, lessons, and good character can start at a young age. Arnie's books
reflect this. By providing a comfortable and entertaining environment, learning can be a fun activity! Scroll up and click 'buy' to spend some
quality time with your child!
Are you looking for a children's book that is highly entertaining, great for early listeners, and is jam-packed with bedtime unicorn stories? This
children's storybook has it all! This is an excellent listen for beginning and early listeners. Each story is easy to enjoy and listen to! This book
is especially great for traveling, waiting rooms, and listening at home. Free Gift inside book cute bedtime stories for kids Excellent for
beginning and early listeners Cute short stories that are great for quick bedtime stories Your child will be entertained for hours! Story: This
story is relevant with an island, with the characters of Isotopia. She was living with a monkey, named as Poppy. They were travelling in a
jungle, and they saw a palace. It was gorgeous and eye catching for the public without any doubt. People like to join this palace for living, and
there was a family in palace. Euno was the member of that family, and living with various sources of happiness. He saw Isotopia and her
Poppy, with happy moments, and he tried to join the, for pleasure. They met with each other, and decided to live jointly in the palace with
seeing new things along with enjoyment and pleasure. This scenario is likable for the customers, as they desired to live in the community with
happiness. They saw various difficulties, and make the life pleasurable without any doubt and complex. They struggle hard, and this effort is
mentioned in this story. After this condition, Euno met with his parents along with his friends, and they desired to live in palace with happiness
and pleasure. Scroll up and download this eBook to spend some quality time with your child! Latest costumer reviews: Amazon customer
Shirley Great read Reviewed in the United States on September 17, 2020 Verified Purchase I bought this to read to my great granddaughter
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she loved it she is 4yrs old it has become one of her favorites jonathan Amazing book Reviewed in the United States on September 13, 2020
Verified Purchase I liked the narration of this book. It was emotional and gave a sense as to how to be kind to others. Kindle Customer You
can approach this in two ways Reviewed in the United States on August 17, 2020 You could view this as poorly translated or, take it at face
value and use it as an opportunity to teach your kids some new words and different sentence structures. The illustration of the monkey is
absolutely stunning.
Are you looking for a kid's or children's book that is highly entertaining, great for early readers, and is jam-packed with bedtime stories, jokes,
games, and more? This children's storybook has it all! Happy Monsters is a fun storybook about a few friendly monsters! This is an excellent
read for beginning and early readers. Each story is easy to read and exciting with cute and bright illustrations for younger readers. This book
is especially great for traveling, waiting rooms, and read aloud at home. Fun games and puzzles included Excellent for beginning and early
readers Cute short stories that are great for a quick bedtime story Funny and hilarious jokes & illustrations for kids This story is great for a
quick bedtime story and to be read aloud with friends and family. WHAT A GREAT DEAL! => FUN STORIES, JOKES, GAMES, AND
ACTIVITIES! Your child will be entertained for hours! Story List & Activities: Argo Takes Flight Gigi Makes a Friend Just for Fun Activity
Sunny's Great Idea Just for Fun Activity Halloween Celebrates! There's a Monster Under My Bed! Just for Fun Activity Funny Monster Jokes
Games and Puzzles Game and Puzzle Solutions Scroll up and click 'buy' and spend some quality time with your child! tags: monster,
monsters, monster books for kids, kids books, children's books bedtime stories for kids, bedtime storybook collection, bedtime storybook, kids
stories, bedtime stories for children, bedtime reading, free childrens books, Children's books, short stories, kids stories, stories for kids,
stories for children, kids ebooks, short stories, bedtime stories, kids stories, stories for kids, short stories for kids, short stories, stories for
kids, jokes, kids stories, childrens stories, kids books, childrens books, books for kids, bedtime stories, kids books, ebooks, books for kids,
jokes, kids, hilarious, children, kid, kids books, childrens books, childrens book, kids book about animals, elementary, kids book, books for
kids, childrens book, book, kindle book, kindle ebook, comedy, kindle unlimited, kindle unlimited books for kids, kindle unlimited books for
children, humor, early reader, beginning reader, kids comedy, bedtime stories, free ebooks, ebooks free, stories for kids, preschool, ages 3-5,
ages 6-8, ages 9-12, preteen, beginning readers, beginner reading, kids stories, children stories
Follow the adventures of Chompy the shark and his best friends (Jilly the jellyfish, Buzz the swordfish, Slick the seal, and Flashy the starfish).
Chompy didn't always have friends, because most of the sea creatures were afraid of him. Find out how he made friends! This is an excellent
storybook for early readers, reading aloud at home, and as a bedtime story. 5 fun short stories for kids Funny jokes for lots of laughs Includes
"just for fun" activities Short story chapter book with pictures Perfect for a bedtime story for kids Excellent for early and beginner readers Big
and cute illustrations for early and younger readers This book is great for quick bedtime story or to be read aloud with friends and family! Kids
and children can practice their reading skills or have a parent read it aloud. This special story includes lessons and morals about about caring
and love. Story & Activity List: Chompy the Lonely Shark Jilly the Dancing Jellyfish Just for Fun Activity Buzz the Shark-Crazy Swordfish Just
for Fun Activity Slick the World-Traveling Seal Flashy the TV-Starfish Just for Fun Activity Funny Jokes for Kids Best-Selling Children's Book
Author, Arnie Lightning Arnie Lightning is a best-selling children's book author with a straightforward goal. He wants his work to create a
positive impact in the lives of others through children's books. Learning morals, lessons, and good character can start at a young age. Arnie's
books reflect this. By providing a comfortable and entertaining environment, learning can be a fun activity! Scroll up and click 'buy' to spend
some quality time with your child!
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Cuddle up together with traditional bedtime stories, songs and rhymes. Make happy memories with carefully chosen classics that are
beautifully illustrated in full colour, and perfect to share with the family.

Treat your child to A Month of Bedtime Stories!CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED READ-ALOUD BEDTIME TALES TO
DELIGHT PARENT AND CHILD ALIKECowardly dinosaurs, alien dogs, time-traveling slugs, fish in spacesuits, cows
disguised as ants, disco-dancing horses ... This collection of wacky bedtime stories places your child at the centre of
each crazy adventure by making him/her the central character. Containing heavy doses of humour which can be enjoyed
by parent and child alike, and with a whopping thirty-one stories, this collection is designed to last a month.San Francisco
Book Review: FIVE STARS Readers Favourite: FIVE STARS Writerbee's Book Reviews: FIVE STARS Online Book
Club: FIVE STARS Book Reviews and Giveaways: FIVE STARS Chodi Kid Books: FIVE STARS Ebook Review Gal:
FIVE STARS Grady Harp, Top 100 Hall of Fame Reviewer: FIVE STARS Raif (aged five): FIVE STARS IndieBRAG 2015
Medallion: Winner London Festival of Books 2014: Honorary Mention
Returning to the Mississippi delta country after World War I, Bayard Sartoris tries in vain to withstand the influence of a
proud and violent family.
Stories About Being Grateful! Gratitude and appreciation can make life wonderful. These five short stories are excellent
for teaching your little one about being thankful for the things they have. Each story is beautifully crafted with morals and
lessons about gratitude and includes just for fun activities! 5 cute short stories for kids Just for fun activities included for
extra fun Fun and challenging maze puzzles These stories are especially great for sharing with friends and reading aloud
at home! Story List & Activities: FREE GIFT! Uncle Mike Broken-Ankle Thanksgiving Just for Fun Activity Being Emma
Just for Fun Activity Coco and the Robo-Bones The Best Thanksgiving of All Just for Fun Activity How Many Kids? Maze
1 Maze 2 Maze 3 Maze 4 Maze 5 Solutions Best-Selling Children's Book Author, Arnie Lightning Arnie Lightning is a bestselling children's book author with a straightforward goal. He wants his work to create a positive impact in the lives of
others through children's books. Arnie has published over 100 children's books and counting! Find out more at:
www.ArnieLightning.com Scroll up and click 'buy' and spend some quality time with your child!
Bedtime Stories for KidsAre you looking for a children's book that is highly entertaining, great for early readers, and is
jam-packed with bedtime stories? This children's storybook has it all!This is an excellent read for beginning and early
readers. Each story is easy to read and exciting with cute and bright illustrations for younger readers!This book is
especially great for traveling, waiting rooms, and reading aloud at home.* 5 cute bedtime stories for kids* Excellent for
beginning and early readers* Cute short stories that are great for a quick bedtime storyThese stories are great for a quick
bedtime story and to be read aloud with friends and family.Story List & Activities:* YOUR GIFT!* Gone Camping* Good
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Dreams, Bad Dreams* Just for Fun Activity* Yummy, Yummy Desserts* Just for Fun Activity* A Bright Idea* Just for Fun
Activity* Catching the StarsScroll up and click 'buy' and spend some quality time with your child!
The hit book about a willful young frog with a serious identity crisis and his heard-it-all-before father is now available in
paperback! Perfect for fans of Mo Willems's Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus! and Jon Klassen's I Want My Hat Back!
Frog wants to be anything but a slimy, wet frog. A cat, perhaps. Or a rabbit. An owl? But when a hungry wolf arrives--a
wolf who HATES eating frogs--our hero decides that being himself isn't so bad after all. In this very silly story with a sly
message, told in hilarious dialogue between a feisty young frog and his heard-it-all-before father, young readers will
identify with little Frog's desire to be something different, while laughing along at his stubborn yet endearing schemes to
prove himself right. And look for the hilarious sequels--I Don't Want to Be Big, There's Nothing to Do!, and I Don't Want to
Go to Sleep. ? "First-time author Petty's dialogue between a frog father and his son makes its point about accepting one's
nature with a big grin. . . . The story might create similar gratitude in the minds of readers--or it might just make them
giggle."--Publishers Weekly, STARRED REVIEW "A lively look at self-acceptance."--Kirkus "This amusing story ends
with a laugh and a much more content frog."--School Library Journal "Silliness and deadpan humor combine into a
hopping good story of being happy with who you are."--Booklist "A paean to self-acceptance wrapped in snappy dialogue
and illustrated with richly colored comic paintings."--Wall Street Journal "Petty and Boldt provide just enough predictability
to hook youngest readers, then deliver a delightful twist or two to create surprise and satisfaction--for both the green hero
and the many fans he'll make with this book."--Shelf Awareness "This lighthearted exploration of identity will delight as a
readaloud."--The Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books
When the principal has to be away from school at a conference, Hank's class agrees to take care of the principal's
special pet frog, and Hank is chosen to take the frog home for the weekend.
Zack's cupcake went missing, and someone ate the evidence. Is Tyler innocent--or guilty? Only the Student Court can
decide!
Reading Made Fun! Follow the adventures of Peanut the Elephant and her friends at the zoo! Peanut is a very happy
elephant and she has lots of playful and adorable friends. This is an excellent storybook for early readers, reading aloud
at home, and as a bedtime story. 5 fun short stories for kids Includes funny elephant jokes for kids Perfect for a bedtime
story for kids Excellent for early and beginner readers Also includes fun mazes and a coloring book This book is great for
quick bedtime story or to be read aloud with friends and family! Fun for the entire family! Kids and children can practice
their reading skills or have a parent read it aloud. These special stories includes lessons and morals about about caring
and love. Story & Activity List: Peanut the Elephant Peanut the Elephant Plays with Harry the Hippo Peanut the Elephant
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Makes Friends with Bobby the Bear Peanut the Elephant Plays a Joke on Spotty Cheetah Peanut the Elephant and a
Bag Full of Peanuts Funny Elephant Jokes Mazes and puzzles Coloring Book Best-Selling Children's Book Author, Arnie
Lightning Arnie Lightning is a best-selling children's book author with a straightforward goal. He wants his work to create
a positive impact in the lives of others through children's books. Learning morals, lessons, and good character can start
at a young age. Arnie's books reflect this. By providing a comfortable and entertaining environment, learning can be a fun
activity! Scroll up and click 'buy' to spend some quality time with your child!
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